
Temporary deployment of scan- and detection systems 
 
Bavak has a comprehensive range of scan- and detection systems which can be deployed at all 
kinds of events. The product range consists of X-ray inspection systems, walk-through metal 
detectors, handheld metal detectors, under vehicle inspection systems and drone detection 
systems.

Rental equipment

Rental

For more than 30 years, Bavak rents out these products to domestic- and worldwide organizers of sport events, 
high-risk events, governmental events and festivals. This experience provides us with extensive knowledge on how 
to secure events. Bavak can also train your operators on how to effectively use the equipment. This gives you only 
one reliable and professional point of contact for the rental of equipment for your event.

Bavak. Securing daily life.

X-ray machines can be used for inspections of luggage and parcels. Walk-through metal detectors 
are rented out at events and locations where visitors need to be screened for the presence of metal 
objects like guns and knives. The range also includes a ZBV®, the Z Backscatter Van. The ZBV can 
be used to scan vehicles, containers and trucks. With a drone detection system, it is possible to 
visualise drone activities in a specific area.



Handheld MINI Z
The MINI Z is an easy to operate, compact handheld 
Z Backscatter system. This system is ideal for the 
detection of drugs and other prohibited items in objects 
like closets, car doors, abandoned bags and suitcases. 
The MINI Z weighs only 5 kg and provides quickly 
revealing scan images which are presented on a tablet.

Z Backscatter Van
Bavak has its own scan vehicle, the ZBV®, Z Backscatter 
Van. With the ZBV it is possible to scan aircrafts, cars, 
trailers and containers. By driving past an object, a scan 
is made in which especially organic materials, such as 
cigarettes, explosives and narcotics become clearly 
visible. This makes it easy to determine whether the 
content of an object requires further inspection.

Metal Detectors
Effective access control includes checking for the 
presence of metal objects. This quick check can be 
carried out with a walk-through metal detector and/
or hand-held metal detector. If a person is carrying an 
alarming metal object, a visual and/or audio signal may 
follow, after which one can be further checked. 
 

X-ray equipment
X-ray machines are ideal to check objects for the 
presence of unwanted materials such as weapons 
and narcotics. X-ray machines are also regularly used 
to quickly find lost goods in a production process. 
Besides X-ray machines, Bavak can also provide a user-
training to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of 
operators.

Drone Detection Systems
Drone technology is developing at a rapid pace which 
increases its use. At the same time, drones can also be 
used for unwanted purposes like smuggling, privacy 
violations, terrorism or (corporate) espionage. To 
reveal the presence of drones in a specified airspace, 
a Bavak drone detection system can be deployed. If 
drone activity is detected, appropriate action can be 
deployed. 
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